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Pro HTML5 GamesApress, 2012

	Build your next game on a bigger scale with Pro HTML5 Games. This book teaches you the essentials of advanced game programming in HTML5. You’ll learn techniques that you can transfer to any area of HTML5 game development to make your own professional HTML5 games!  


	Led by an expert game programmer, you’ll build two...
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HTML5 Game Development with ImpactJSPackt Publishing, 2013

	With basic knowledge of JavaScript, CSS, and HTML you could soon be designing and selling your own 2D games. This book takes you through the whole process using the ImpactJS engine. A fun, involving guide.


	Overview

	
		A practical hands-on approach to teach you how to build your own game from scratch.

...
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Oracle APEX Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create reliable, modern web applications for desktop and mobile devices with Oracle Application Express


	Overview

	
		Explore APEX to build applications with the latest techniques in AJAX and Javascript using features such as plugins and dynamic actions
	
		With HTML5 and CSS3 support, make the most...
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Beginning SAP FioriApress, 2015

	Take a deep dive into SAP Fiori and discover Fiori architecture, Fiori landscape installation, Fiori standard applications, Fiori Launchpad configuration, tools for developing Fiori applications and extending standard Fiori applications.


	You will learn:

	
		Fiori architecture and its applications
	...
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Build Your Own Website The Right Way Using HTML & CSS: Start Building Websites Like a Pro!SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	
		With over 60,000 copies sold since its first edition, this SitePoint best-seller has just had a fresh update to include recent advances in the web industry.

	
		With the first two editions coming highly recommended by established, leading web designers and developers, the third edition with all its extra goodies will...
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Practical HTML5 Projects (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2012

	Practical HTML5 Projects is a collection of valuable web techniques that any developer or designer can use. This book is all about saving time. Busy web developers should not have to plow through pages of theory or history only to discover that no practical applications are provided, nor should they have to read a paragraph five...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Level Up with Today's Web TechnologiesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 are more than just buzzwords--they're the foundation for today's web applications. This book gets you up to speed on the HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now in your current projects, with backwards compatible solutions that ensure that you don't leave users of older browsers behind. This new...
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Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XMLApress, 2014

	Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XML provides solutions to the most common web design problems, and gives you a deep understanding of web standards and how they can be implemented to improve your web sites. You will learn how to develop fully standards-compliant, mobile-friendly, and search engine-optimized web sites that...
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Learn PHP 7: Object Oriented Modular Programming using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, XML, JSON, and MySQLApress, 2015

	
		This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented code in the new PHP 7: you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural process of building and testing modules within each tier. This practical approach teaches you about app development and introduces PHP features when they are actually needed...
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Building Mobile Applications Using Kendo UI Mobile and ASP.NET Web APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Confident of your web application skills but not yet au fait with mobile development? Well this book helps you use the Kendo UI for a painless introduction. Practical tasks and clear instructions make learning a breeze.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of developing mobile applications using HTML5 and create an...
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jQuery Mobile: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book is the ideal companion for web designers and developers wanting to create
	
		mobile experiences using jQuery Mobile.
	

	
		jQuery Mobile has appeared in the market to solve one problem: dozens of mobile
	
		platforms and browsers and the need to create compatible interfaces for all of them.
	

	
		This book...
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Beginning Android Web Apps Development: Develop for Android using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptApress, 2012

	Both of the first author’s (Jon’s) parents were artists. They each could draw fantastical pictures that resembled real life, and were shocked to see that their son could barely muster up a stick figure. If you’ve always felt that your inner artist was best expressed through what you could build with the help of a computer...
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